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hi, i have also successfully updated my rns510 with the new maps, but i have the
same problem as the previous poster - after i restart the firmware install it just goes

back to the main menu. i have tried to follow the same procedure, but i have
managed to go back to the normal screen and have the sd card inserted. so, i would
like to know if this process is the same for you. i am actually updating my rns510 at

the moment and i was wondering if i could request you some advice.. i have a rns510
which i have successfully updated the firmware, however i am stuck with the fact

that it will not switch to setup+eject+info after installing the new firmware. so, i am
stuck with the main menu. i was wondering if you have found a way of doing it

without having to reset the radio? is there any possible way to do it? any help would
be greatly appreciated! thank you in advance. i have been trying for a few days to
update my rns510 v9 via the sd card without any success. i have tried using the

setup + eject + info button as well as the built in reset button. both methods dont
work for me. here are some information about my rns510 i used to update my
firmware model: rns510 hw: h11, c12, v9 software version: 10.8.4.0 firmware

version: 10.0 hello, thanks for the clear explanation. i have just upgraded my rns510
with the latest firmware (v.15) from the internet, from your link. however i have a
problem with the boot process. when i try to turn on the radio, the light sequence

lasts about 5 seconds and then the radio (and 3 leds) goes off and the radio comes
back to the welcome screen. i tried to connect the radio to the computer with the usb

cable but then the computer doesn't recognize the radio. when i try to reboot the
computer, the radio is totally black. what do i do? is there a way to fix the problem?
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to install the software, insert the sd card into
your computer, and open it as a folder. vw

rns510 v9 download i have a 2010 vw gti. i want
to download the firmware for the rns510 and
install it on my car. i have downloaded the

firmware but i don't know how to install it on the
radio in my car. i have searched the internet for
a tutorial but i haven't found any. can you help
me to install it on my car? i have a 2010 vw gti.
i want to download the firmware for the rns510
and install it on my car. i have downloaded the

firmware but i don't know how to install it on the
radio in my car. i have searched the internet for
a tutorial but i haven't found any. can you help
me to install it on my car? hi, i bought a rns510

v9 035 in august 2012. i have attempted the
progressive upgrade, the canbus upgrade and
the vagcom upgrade all resulting in the same

message that the firmware has not been
updated. i did however manage to get the

rns510 back to a working state by following the
instructions on this site. my vw seems to work
fine, however i cannot get the navigation to

work. i have a map for sweden and i can
connect to the gateway, however the map never

loads and the progress bar shows 100%. is
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there anyone who can help me get my rns510
to work? hi guys, i have a rns510 v9 on my 2012
vw golf and i have managed to get the firmware
version up to 5269 using the firmware update

on this blog. when it asks for the external
upgrade it tells me it is a firmware file. i cannot
find any info on the rns510 on the net. can any
one tell me what is the difference between the

internal firmware upgrade and the external
upgrade? 5ec8ef588b
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